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Lay Leadership Training with CD/DVD | Timothy Mitchell | 23436
We may have all the ingredients of a powerful church: a wonderful pastor with vision, dynamic spiritual services, and a group of clean, holy-living saints. Then why is our church not growing? One leader cannot adequately minister to all the people's needs. This is where we must equip some spiritual "Levites" to help with this burden. This dynamic DVD series focuses on the following: Am I Leadership Material? * Personal Development * Managing People * Getting the Job Done * PS: The Winner's Edge.
Regular Price: $85.00 [DVD/CD] 
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Advanced Lay Leadership Training - CD-RO | Timothy Mitchell | 18088
Exciting new material to bring your lay leadership team to the next level! Chapters on handling people problems, first impressions, personality types, how to handle being "out front," teamwork, church culture, and personal growth will help your leaders succeed. The CD-ROM contains the entire teacher's manual in printable form and also a PowerPoint presentation. 
Regular Price: $24.99 [CDROM] 
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Advanced Lay Leadership Training - Noteb | Timothy Mitchell | 18064
Exciting new material to bring your lay leadership team to the next level! Chapters on handling people problems, first impressions, personality types, how to handle being "out front," teamwork, church culture, and personal growth will help your leaders succeed. The CD-ROM contains the entire teacher's manual in printable form and also a PowerPoint presentation. 
Regular Price: $49.99 [RINGBIND] 
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Lay Leadership Book & CD Rom | Timothy Mitchell | 13409
Using a scriptural base, this 50-page training manual equips laymen for leading departments in the local church. This seminar establishes leadership principles that help laity to reach their maximum potential. Churches grow when the pastor releases others to leadership roles so that the pastor can minister in higher priority matters. CD-ROM contains the entire teacher's manual in printable form and also a PowerPoint presentation. 
Regular Price: $69.95 [RINGBIND] 
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Way More Perfectly | Timothy Mitchell | 12086
A self-teaching, fully illustrated Bible study that guides a person from Jesus" last words through the Book of Acts. The perfect blend between the short one-session Bible studies and the longer, several-month Bible studies. It demolishes the fear many have of teaching because everything you need is right in the manual. Everyone is an expert teacher using this scholarly work. Here are some comments made by people who use this study: "This is the best and most direct Bible study I have ever taken." "As soon as I can I need to be baptized. I understand now that it takes more than shaking a preacher's hand."
Regular Price: $6.50 [PAPERBACK] Sale Price: $5.00 


